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I am reminded of a children’s book which I often read to my daughter called ‘Simon Sock’ by Sue Hendra 
and Paul Linnet. If you don’t know it, and have a child in Reception or Key Stage 1, I thoroughly 
recommend it! Simon is a stripy sock who lives in the same drawer as all the other socks. The other socks 
often get picked in the morning to go on adventures: the sparkly socks go to parties, the sports socks do 
races, the smart socks go to school and the woolly socks go to the park. Each day, Simon watches others 
get picked and he doesn’t understand why he is left out. The problem for Simon is that you have to be a 
pair of socks to be chosen. Simon doesn't have a pair. He's on his own. He’s lonely. He's odd. 
 

Simon is desperate to fit in and Ted tries to help by pairing Simon up with some other stripy things in the 
house: a glove, a snake, a fish, a hat, but nothing works. Then, Simon hears a voice from under the chest 
of drawers – it’s Simone, Simon's matching sock! Simon is so happy that his pair has been found, but then 
it turns out that the two of them are just not compatible and Simon finally finds that he gets on best with 
Betty and by the end of the story he is happy. 
 

As we come to the end of Anti-Bullying Week here at Saint Nicholas, we are marking it today by wearing 
odd socks. The theme of this year’s Anti-Bullying Week nationally is ‘United Against Bullying’ and the 
purpose of wearing odd socks is to celebrate the fact that we are all unique. Allowing people to be 
individuals – something that we both encourage and celebrate here at Saint Nicholas – is so important. 
The key message from the story of Simon Sock is that he was trying so hard to fit in, but just because 
someone looks like your obvious match, they aren't necessarily the person who will make you the 
happiest. He was different and that was great for him.  
 

In our everyday lives we are going to come across people and situations where we might struggle to fit in, 
but I think the positive words of Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States, are good ones 
to live by: “I don't like that man. I must get to know him better.” 

FROM THE HEADMASTER’S  DESK 

 

FRIENDLY REMINDER 
Please ensure that your child has everything that they need with them at school 
each day. Due to the current situation, office staff are no longer able to deliver 
water bottles or PE kit for example to individual classes, as all staff need to stay in 
their own bubbles to ensure we keep everyone as safe as possible. Thank you for 
your cooperation with this.  
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PATHWAYS  
Year 9 pupils have been learning about human rights during their Pathways lesson on a Friday. 
In conjunction with UNICEF, they will be compiling letters to send to Government to request the 
release of men and women falsely imprisoned in other countries due to their beliefs and actions. 

 

LAMDA 
EXAMINATIONS  

Congratulations to Thomas and Finn in Class 4P 
for achieving a distinction in their solo LAMDA 
exams.  What fantastic results! 

 

MATHLETICS  
Congratulations to Hope in Form 4P for achieving 
her gold Mathletics certificate. 
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JIM WALSHAM  

 

DIWALI  

It is with immense sadness that we report that one of our minibus drivers, Jim 
Walsham, very sadly lost his battle with cancer over half term.  
 

Jim drove the Bishop’s Stortford bus and will be forever remembered as an 
extremely polite and friendly man who, when he wasn't strutting his stuff on the 
staff Christmas party dance floor, could often be found playing golf with his 
brother, Dave, who also worked as a bus driver at Saint Nicholas. He will be 
greatly missed by all the team at the school and all that knew him. His friends and 
family are in our thoughts at this difficult time.  

The Reception children have been learning about the autumn festival of Diwali. Earlier this week, they 
learned about the story of ‘Rama and Sita’, retelling the story by becoming the characters themselves. 
They also learnt why Diwali is called the Festival of Lights and the important message of how light 
always overcomes darkness. In particular, they enjoyed creating Diva lamps to fit with this theme. They 
also enjoyed discovering that dressing up was a part of Diwali celebrations, including the wearing of 
bindis and decorating their hands with Mehandi.  
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CROWNS AND CATAPULTS  
Last Friday, Year 2 pupils enjoyed their theme day, celebrating all things ‘Knights, Dragons and 
Royalty’. They made crowns and catapults, and also learnt a lot about who made the first castles in 
England, including how some of the first castles were actually made of wood. 
 

Well done Year 2 for working so hard. 
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CHILDREN IN NEED  
Last Friday, Reception pupils tuned into Joe Wicks’ last live workout session as part of his twenty-four 
hour PE challenge, in aid of Children In Need. At 9.25am Joe completed his day long work out and to 
date has raised over £2.5 million! After their workout, the children cooled down with a well deserved 
drink, a walk and a snack. Well done everyone!  

 

YEAR 1 MATHS  
The children in Year 1 have been solving different measure 
problems. The tasks they had to complete were finding objects 
that were 15cm long, finding out how many cubes tall they are, 
weighing objects and seeing how many cubes heavy they are, 
and finding two objects that weigh the same. What a lot of 
measuring!  
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THE THREE LITTLE PIGS 
The pre-school has been transformed into a building site this week as the children explored the story 
of The Three Little Pigs. They also did some construction work using straw, sticks and bricks, and used 
the hairdryer as the Wolf to see if their houses would blow down!  

 

CIRCUIT TRAINING IN YEAR 4 
This week, Year 4 pupils have been experimenting with electricity and were challenged to create a 
simple circuit. They had to work out if their circuits were complete or incomplete and explain why. 
Lovely work Year 4.  
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Please see below useful dates for your diary for the test of this term:  
 
25th November -  Year 4 Thanksgiving Enrichment Day   
 

26th November - Reception to Year 7 flu immunisations 
 

27th November - Year 6, 7 and 8 interim reports issued 
 

10th December - Virtual Pantomime (Reception to Year 5) 
 

11th December - Christmas Parties  (Reception to Year 5) 
 

14th December - Christmas film day (Reception to Year 5)  
 

15th December - Christmas enrichment day (Reception to Year 5) 
 

15th December - Christmas lunch  
 

16th December -  Last day of term* 
 
*Last day of term finishing times are as follows: Pre-school at 11.30am, Reception to Year 2 at 1pm, 
Year 3 to 5 at 1.15pm and Year 6 to 11 at 1.30pm. School buses will depart at 1.45pm.  
 
 

DATES FOR THE DIARY 


